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Letter From the Editor
The 2022 PAGE Awards competition will open for entries on
December 1! It’s always thrilling to begin a new contest year
and see all the fresh screenplays start flooding in. Here at
PAGE HQ we’re always delighted to be introduced to firsttimers and receive new (or improved) material from previous
entrants. Will this be your year to win a Prize? I hope so!
To help you get ready to enter the 2022 contest, we’re giving
you a 33% discount off the regular price of our Judges’ terrific
ebook The Insiders’ Guide to Screenwriting. So right now
you can get a copy of this valuable handbook for just $18! To receive your discount,
enter this promo code when you place your order: GETREADY
Another great resource for you is our LOGLINE eZine. In this issue, PAGE Award
winner Huelah Lander breaks down the specific demands of writing TV movies and
PAGE Judge James Bartlett details the nine things most great screenplays have in
common. Script analyst Ray Morton drills down on the definition of entertainment as
seen by audiences. Our model on all matters of format, Dave Trottier, demonstrates
transitions and offers inspiration. Career coach Lee Jessup takes us behind the scenes
on the sale of pitches and specs. Last up is a three-pack of “hot leads” from prodcos
seeking specific material, straight from our good friends at InkTip.
Happy reading,
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Latest News From the PAGE Awards
u The newest feature by 2005 PAGE Bronze Prize winner Philip Daay, Fear the
Invisible Man, based on the classic novel by H.G. Wells, is now in post-production.

Produced and directed by Paul Dudbridge, the movie was filmed on location in the
U.K., starring Mhairi Calvey, Mark Arnold, and David Hayman. Philip’s previous credits
include the sci-fi features White Sky, Crystal’s Shadow, and Abduct, the action
movie Warrior, and the thriller Alone. He is represented by Judy Fox Management.

u The Vanishings at Caddo Lake, a thriller written and directed by 2016 Gold Prize
winners Celine Held and Logan George, is currently filming in Louisiana. Produced by
M. Night Shyamalan, the film stars Dylan O’Brien, Eliza Scanlen, and Lauren Ambrose.
Previously, Logan and Celine co-directed their PAGE Award-winning feature Topside
(aka Little), which was produced by ELO Films and premiered to rave reviews at the
2020 Venice Film Festival. They are represented by Anonymous Content and WME.

u The horror movie Karma, by 2018 Silver Prize winner Liz Fania Werner, began
principal photography on November 1. Liz is co-directing the film, which is being
produced by 3 Roundburst Productions. She is represented by PAGE Judge John Ferraro
at Valleywood Entertainment.
u Oskar Nordmark's 2017 Gold Prize-winning TV Drama The Golden Cage is now

in development at Hulu. Kiernan Shipka is attached to star in the series, which is being
produced by Darryl Taja, Adam Rodin, and Roadside Attractions. Oskar is represented
by Epidemic Management.

u Since winning her 2019 PAGE Award, Bronze Prize winner Obiageli Odimegwu has
been working as a staff writer on the Paramount+ series Guilty Party, starring Kate
Beckinsale and Jules Latimer, and as a story editor on the CW series All American,
starring Daniel Ezra and Taye Diggs. Obiageli was one of 11 writers chosen for the 2020
CBS Viacom Mentoring Program. She is represented by MetaMorphic Management.

Our 2022 Contest Opens for Entries on December 1!
© PAGE International Screenwriting Awards

2021 Finalists Announced Wednesday, September 15
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THE WRITER’S PERSPECTIVE

How I Got My Start Writing TV Movies
by Huelah Lander

I was apprehensive about writing this article. Everyone’s
journey and process is so different, and when you’re
starting out it can be easy to mistake the experiences
of “experts” as some sort of “how-to” manual. So please
know that what follows is just my own personal
experience becoming a TV movie writer, and the things
I learned along the way. I hope it proves helpful to you!
Please note that I use the term “TV movie” in this
article. Some people hate this term. They argue that
with the advent of streamers most movies are TV
movies, and that the term is somewhat pejorative.
Be that as it may, “TV movie” (as well as the slightly
outdated term “movie-of-the-week”) is still commonly
used to refer to the nine-act movies (often thrillers or
romances) that you commonly see on networks such
as Lifetime or Hallmark.
So then, how did I get into writing TV movies? I first
became interested in them while in film school. Two
things appealed to me: 1) They were supposedly
“very easy” to break into, and 2) I could write them
alone and on my own schedule like a feature script,
but the number of drafts and the time between final
draft and production was more like TV. That first
premise turned out to be not entirely true, while the
second is definitely accurate.
By the time I graduated film school, I had written a few
sample TV movie scripts – a thriller and a couple of
rom-coms, all with the requisite number of acts. The
names and contact info of producers who specialize in
these kinds of movies are fairly easy to find on IMDb,
so I queried a bunch of them. However, my queries
were met with silence or polite no’s. I got maybe one
or two read requests, but nothing came of them. I also
hosted my scripts on InkTip and got minimal interest
there. I did eventually get one rom-com optioned
through a connection with one of my film school
teachers. The option was a good confidence boost,
but ultimately that script never went anywhere.
If I’m honest, I think I was a bit too confident about the
whole “easy to break into” notion. Re-reading my old
scripts and closely examining their loglines and
premises, I recognize that I could have been a little
more familiar with the genre. I was so excited to go
after the perceived opportunity that I didn’t do as much
homework as I should have.
So if I had to give advice on how to break in as a TV
movie writer? First, study the form in depth, and don’t
treat this as an easy step on your way to a different gig.
It’s going to take work. Watch a lot of current TV
movies. If you’re able to get your hands on some TV
movie scripts, read them. Make sure you’re aware of the
conventions and trends. These change, so stay current.
Weirdly, my second piece of advice somewhat
contradicts my first piece of advice – which is why
I hesitate to give advice! Let me explain…
In my initial queries I was so enthusiastic about wanting
to write TV movies, and that wasn’t a lie. But there was
something a little off-putting in my ardor, and I think
it came across as a lie or made it seem like I wasn’t
a well-rounded writer. So after a solid year or so of
silences and no’s, I finally decided to give the TV movie
thing a rest. Instead, I wrote some weird things. Some

personal things. One of those things was a little sci-fi
short that ended up winning Gold in the 2017 PAGE
Awards. One of the prizes was hosting on InkTip, so
I dusted off one of my low-budget thrillers and hosted
it there. And lo and behold, I got another option.
And although the script that was optioned didn’t get
made, that producer hired me to write a thriller that
eventually became my first credit. And once I had my
first credit, I leveraged that to get assignments with
another production company with whom I have
developed a great relationship.
Winning PAGE was an impressive addition to my
resume, and my little sci-fi short also demonstrated
that I had diverse skills and interests. Many producers
want both a sample within the TV movie genre and
something totally out there that shows the writer’s
personality. So my second piece of advice is this: Be a
writer with your own unique voice, style, and interests.
A few other key tips:
As I mentioned, my first option happened through a
personal connection. So being nice and professional
and keeping in contact with people in your network
is critical.
Understand that your spec script probably won’t get
made. Many producers work off pre-approved concepts,
which is actually great because you know someone likes
the idea before you even start writing! I often work off
a two-page outline that the producers have already
generated and approved, but I have also had the
opportunity to develop some of my own pitches.
Get used to and get great at working with detailed
outlines. The longest part of the process for me is
usually creating the 10-to-30-page outline that I need
to get approved before a script goes to first draft. Once
that’s agreed on, the drafts are super-fast and fun.
Be open to implementing notes, and be pleasant to
work with. That goes for any project, but doubly so
with writing TV movies, where the same producers
might offer you multiple projects if they like you and
your work. You’ll have lots of notes flying at you at
various stages of the process and a few meetings along
the way. The job isn’t just about producing a perfect
script, it’s also about staying on track and maintaining
positive relationships.
Lastly, have fun! You’re getting paid to write now and
your work is being produced. Enjoy the moment. You
made it!
Huelah Lander won a 2017 PAGE
Gold Prize for her short film
script H.appiness, which was
produced in 2019 and is available
on Dust in the U.S. and Crave in
Canada. Her recent credits include
the TV movies The Price of Fitting
In, Evil Stepmother and
Birthmother’s Betrayal, and she
currently has several more TV
movies in various stages of
development. Huelah is based in
Vancouver, Canada, where she
works in development for Mezo
Entertainment. She is repped by
Pacific Artists Management.
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THE JUDGE’S P.O.V.

Nine Signs of a Great Screenplay
by James Bartlett

Over the last 20 years or so, I have read many
thousands of scripts. I’ve also been asked (about the
same number of times) to explain what I think makes a
great screenplay – a screenplay that will win a contest,
get recommended to an agent, get sold to a producer,
and become a successful film.
Of course, “greatness” means different things to
different people, which is why there’s no gold-plated,
can’t miss, fully guaranteed, 100% correct answer to
that question, and never will be. Even so, there are
several key elements that are sure to make your spec
script memorable – elements that will grab the attention
of your contest judge or industry reader and elevate
your work to the next level. Of course, whether this
means your film or TV show will ever get produced or
you will get paid a single cent for it is a different article
entirely. But here are nine signs that you have a shot at
success. Great screenplays exemplify all of these things:
1) Your script's title is essential. It’s the first thing
anyone will see, so it should at least reflect the genre
and tone of your story, and ideally suggest excitement,
intrigue, comedy, mystery, foreboding, or the
appropriate elements. A memorable title – ideally two or
three words in length – will help too.
2) It goes without saying that correct spelling,
punctuation and grammar are non-negotiable. We are
all surprised and unimpressed when newspapers, books,
and magazines have such errors in them, so why do
some screenwriters feel they should get a pass?
Professional writing is professional writing, period.
3) Before reading your spec script, almost every reader
will check the page count. Keep your script as short and
tight as possible. If it’s over 120 pages, you’re probably
taking too long to tell your story. You’re up to 150, 180
pages? You either need to cut a third or more of your
script or you need to turn it into a short story, novel
or TV series.
4) Arguably the most important element of all, that
most elusive of creatures, is an intriguing and original
concept. A premise that feels familiar, but at the same
time fresh. Yes, “everything has been done before,” but
could that familiar storyline of yours be set in another
country or era? We’ve seen countless movies about the
horrors of WWII in central Europe, but what happened
during the conflict in Finland or Africa? Could you set
your thriller in South America? Could you set your romcom in space?
5) Though some screenwriters will always want to rebel
at this, a strong three-act structure with a clear
beginning, middle, and end has been a fundamental
element of storytelling for millennia. If you want to write
a great screenplay, make sure you plant a flag in each
of these key beats: the inciting incident, first act break,
midpoint, second act break, and climax.
6) Your story needs a knockout beginning and ending.
Ideally, the opening and closing moments of your film
will be something that everyone – readers and
audiences alike – will remember and excitedly tell other
people about. Think about how many famous movies
can be identified by just their final scene, even years
later. Does your script have an ending that memorable?

7) Great characters and dialogue go hand-in-hand.
Creating memorable characters that will attract top
talent is the holy grail of screenwriting. Give your
characters interesting actions and put compelling,
realistic words in their mouths.
In real life, people use different words and phrasing
when they are speaking to different people. Siblings or
lovers might finish each other’s sentences, while friends
will know exactly what you’re referring to when you say,
“remember that night on the roof?” Think about how
you talk to a teacher, a cop, your boss, your mother,
your sibling, a stranger etc. It’s always different, and
your characters’ dialogue should reflect that.
Omission is a great tool too. Audiences are smarter than
we think, and they’ll recognize the “language” of
relationships. This relates to the concept “show, don’t
tell.” For example, a character who is angry could
scream, throw/destroy something, slam the door or
phone, leave the room, sigh, hold their head in their
hands, or shed a tear. They could also shout, “I’m so
angry!” but any of those other choices are less obvious
and more dramatic, aren’t they?
8) The notion “Show, don’t tell” also applies to your
narrative description. Going into detail about your
character’s traits, feelings, backstory, and other things
that the audience will never see or need to know, is
something that belongs in the world of literature, not
the world of cinema. As I read your screenplay, I’m
imagining watching what your characters do and
hearing what they have to say. Excessive description on
the page only gets in the way of that experience.
9) Finally, a big shout-out for creative transitions.
These are the special techniques used to seamlessly
move from one scene to another. Interesting transitions
can be created by using overlapping dialogue, music,
sound effects, or visual transitions like match-cutting
colors, opening/closing doors, handing over a key item
from one scene to the next, or something else that is
visually inventive. When used effectively, clever
transitions can help the pace and flow of your story, and
really make your screenplay sing.
Whatever genre you are writing, read and watch the 10
most successful, critically acclaimed movies within that
genre. Study them forensically – not like a movie fan,
but like a screenwriter – and I bet you’ll see many (if
not all) of these in those scripts and films. And you may
even spot a few more!

Originally from London, James T.
Bartlett is a script reader, journalist
and author. Since 1999 he has read
scripts for competitions, studios,
funders, producers, and managers
in the U.S., New Zealand, the U.K.,
and Ireland. He is the author of
the Gourmet Ghosts alternative
guides to L.A.’s haunted bars,
restaurants, and hotels, and
his upcoming book, The Alaskan
Blonde, examines a sensational
1950s murder and sex scandal.
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SCRIPT NOTES

That’s Entertainment!
by Ray Morton

Movies can do a lot of things – they can provoke, challenge, inspire, confound,
disturb, and transform – but their primary purpose is to entertain the people who
watch them. Of course, the definition of entertainment varies from person to
person. For some, it means mindless fluff whose sole purpose is to distract them
from the cares of the day. Others are entertained by material that stimulates them
on a deeper level or in a more complex manner. For my purposes, I am going
to define entertainment as material that strongly engages readers/viewers, fully
envelops them in an exciting experience, and ultimately moves them (emotionally,
intellectually, or a combination of the two) in some significant, memorable way.
Ray Morton is a writer and
script consultant. He was
a senior writer for Script
and was also the author
of Scriptmag.com’s Meet
the Reader column.
Ray’s recent books A Quick
Guide to Screenwriting
and A Quick Guide to
Television Writing are
available in stores and
online. He analyzes scripts
for producers and
individual writers, and he
is available for private
consultation.
You may contact Ray at
ray@raymorton.com and
follow him on Twitter
@RayMorton1.

A majority of the scripts that I read fail to do this. While many are based on good
ideas, reasonably well written, and have decent characters and solid dialogue,
when I read them I find that I am not engaged or excited, and rarely feel anything.
In short, I am not entertained. Writers often become so focused on delivering
a specific message, playing with form or format, trying to be clever or quirky or
serious or “artistic” that they forget about their responsibility to give the audience
a good time. Here are a few tips to help you avoid falling into that trap:
1. Tell an entertaining story.
This may seem like a facetious suggestion, but it’s not. An intriguing premise,
interesting subject matter, and provocative theme are all important elements
to be sure, but to be entertaining, a story must also be able to generate generous
helpings of humor, action, and/or tears. It must be compelling enough to hold
an audience’s attention for 90–120 minutes and serve up a sufficient number
of unexpected twists, turns, and reversals. Not all story ideas have this potential,
especially those based on true people or events. As we all know, real life is usually
nowhere near as interesting as fiction, which is why so many biopics and historical
specs fall so terribly flat. Successful screenwriters are able to recognize the ideas
that do (and just as importantly, the ideas that don’t), and if you intend to forge
a career as a scenarist, it is imperative that you develop this skill as well.
2. Follow the formula.
Most stories belong to a specific genre, and each genre comes with a certain set
of obligatory plot points that must be utilized in order for the film to be successful.
For example, a romantic comedy must have a “meet cute” between the two leads,
and a horror movie must have a climactic showdown between the protagonist and
whatever evil force is running rampant in the narrative. Audiences either
consciously or subconsciously know all these plot points, are expecting them, and
will be very disappointed (thus, not entertained) if the film fails to deliver them.
Ultimately, the best way to ensure that your script is entertaining is to…
3. Make sure your story delivers what it promises.
If it’s a comedy, make sure it’s funny on all levels – using situational and character
humor, witty dialogue, physical comedy, etc. Scattered fart jokes and an occasional
kick to the groin are not enough.
If it's a thriller, make sure it’s thrilling. Wall-to-wall action can quickly become
numbing. Have lots of action for sure, but include scenes with genuine suspense
and surprise as well.
If it’s a horror film, make sure it’s suspenseful, creepy, and scary — not just gross,
which seems to be the fallback position for most horror specs these days. Copious
amounts of blood and gore are fine only up to a point.
If it’s a drama, make sure it’s lively and engaging and moving and emotional, not
just “serious.”
If it's a mystery, make sure the central puzzle is clever enough to keep us guessing
all the way through. At the same time, the solution must be logical enough that we
kick ourselves for not seeing it all along. And please do give us a solution. Ending
a mystery on an open, unresolved, or ambiguous note is just about the worst thing
you can do to an audience (besides texting during the show).
If it’s a romcom, make sure it’s both romantic and funny. Believe it or not, these
days those elements are missing from most romcoms – both spec and produced.
Great ideas and great writing aren’t enough if your script doesn’t entertain. But if
you give your audience an engaging, exciting experience, then you can take them
anywhere you want them to go.
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SPEC WRITING TIPS

On Transitions and Inspiration
by Dave Trottier

READER’S QUESTION:
I’m trying to write a scene where the end of the scene takes place in another
location. Jim squats in his neighbor’s yard to defecate, and then I cut to a
close up of chocolate ice cream being dispensed at the other location. The
question is, should I keep the shock by formatting the cut as follows:
EXT. NEIGHBOR'S HOUSE – DAY
Jim drops his drawers and squats over his neighbor's lawn.
Dave Trottier has sold
screenplays and developed
projects for companies such
as The Walt Disney Company,
Jim Henson Pictures, York
Entertainment, On the Bus
Productions, Hill Fields and
New Century Pictures.
As a script consultant, he has
helped dozens of clients sell
their work and win awards.
The Screenwriter’s Bible,
Dave’s primer for both
aspiring and professional
scribes, is perhaps the most
comprehensive industry guide
on the market.

CLOSE UP: A swirl of chocolate drops.
CUT TO:
INT. ICE CREAM PARLOR – DAY
The ice cream man hands over a bowl of chocolate ice cream.
DAVE’S ANSWER:
First of all, delete your reference to the camera (“CLOSE UP:”). It’s unnecessary
because your description of “a swirl of chocolate” already implies a CLOSE UP.
Besides, it’s best to save camera directions for shooting (production) scripts.
Since the chocolate swirl of ice cream drops at the ice cream parlor and not
on the lawn, that description should appear under the scene heading (slug line)
for the second location (“ICE CREAM PARLOR”).
Thus, the following would be correct:
EXT. NEIGHBOR'S HOUSE – DAY

To learn more about Dave
Trottier's books, classes and
mentoring services, visit his
site: www.keepwriting.com.

Jim marches onto the new-mown lawn. He glares at his
neighbor’s front window, drops his drawers, squats,
and grunts.
CUT TO:

For $20 off your script
evaluation, email Dave at:
dave@keepwriting.com.

INT. ICE CREAM PARLOR – DAY

Dave Trottier’s

“The Screenwriter’s
Bible”
Fully updated seventh edition

A swirl of chocolate ice cream drops.
The ice cream man hands over a bowl of chocolate ice cream.
I’d like to make two comments regarding the above revision. First, notice that
I changed the narrative description a little to add drama and characterization
to the scene. Second, I kept the “CUT TO.” Faithful readers know that I usually
recommend excluding transitions (such as “CUT TO:”) from spec scripts.
Certainly, you don't need the transition in the above revision; it would be
“correct” without it. The reason I kept it is to draw attention to the visual gag.
Assuming there are no other (or very few) editing directions (transitions) used
in the script, the reader’s eye will be drawn to this one.
READER’S QUESTION:
I’m stuck. How do I get inspiration? I’m trying to be creative, but I’m afraid
others will think my writing is stupid or boring.
DAVE’S ANSWER:
What if it actually is stupid and boring? It’s the first draft. You can rewrite it.
Even Ernest Hemingway said, “The first draft is always shit.” And he was a
pretty good writer. So, take a breath and relax.
To enhance your creativity, adopt a childlike attitude of play. Writing is fun.
You can’t write when you’re uptight. Be a child, jump into the writing
playground, and have fun. Your parental side can return later and clean up your
creative mess. Or maybe it will be wonderful without a revision. Imagine that!

•

A screenwriting primer
for both aspiring and
professional scribes

•

Offers a comprehensive
overview of all facets
of screenwriting

• Includes worksheets,
samples and more
Click here for all the details!

In summary, relax and have fun. And know that writing is rewriting. The act
of writing will bring you the inspiration you need. In addition, take heart from
the following quotes:
“You can’t wait for inspiration. You have to go after it with a club.” – Jack
London
“Inspiration is the act of pulling up a chair to the writing desk.” – Chaucer
“There is no innovation or creativity without failure. Period.” – Brené Brown
“The way to get started is to quit talking and begin doing.” – Walt Disney
Good luck and keep writing!
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INDUSTRY INSIDER

Anatomy of a Spec Sale
by Lee Jessup

All writers would love to sell their spec feature, pilot, or pitch for the pilot or
feature they’ve developed. And I don’t mean selling to any old producer off
the street, but rather to a studio, network, streamer, or mini-major. There is
nothing wrong with selling your spec screenplay to an indie producer or
production company for a nominal but respectable fee, but when most
writers inquire about spec sales, they’re talking about those flashy, splashy
sales we see reported. Let’s break down how it all actually works…

Author of the best-selling books
Getting It Write and Breaking

In: Tales From the
Screenwriting Trenches,

Lee Jessup is a career coach
for professional and emerging
screenwriters. Her clients
include writers who have sold
pilots, pitches and specs;
staffed television writers;
participants in TV writing
programs or feature labs; and,
of course, writers who are just
starting out.
In her role as coach, Lee serves
as an industry guidance
counselor, adviser, drill
sergeant, cheerleader,
confidant and strategic
partner. Previously, Lee had
her own script picked up,
worked in development
and ran ScriptShark.com for
more than 6 years.
To learn more about Lee’s
services, visit leejessup.com.

Lee Jessup’s

Breaking In: Tales
From the
Screenwriting
Trenches

A boots-on-the-ground exploration
of what it takes to become a working
writer in the industry today.
This book includes:
o
o
o

“Breaking In” stories from
16 working writers
Insight from 20+ agents,
managers and executives
Guidance from sought-after
consultant Lee Jessup

Learn all about:
o
o
o
o

Selling a feature film or pilot
Getting repped or staffed
Landing writing assignments
Contests and fellowships

Click here to learn more!

Once the material is deemed “ready for market” and viable for the industry,
the writers’ representative, be it an agent, manager, or a combination of
both (and hopefully in coordination with an entertainment lawyer on standby
to negotiate) will determine the best way to introduce the material and
generate excitement. This will be the determination between a wide or
narrow send, or a combination of the two.
A wide send means that the reps in charge will send the material out to a
hefty list. With specs, this can mean anywhere from 15 to 20 destinations,
or more. With pitches for either a feature or a TV show, reps will try to set
upwards of 10 pitches if possible. These sends or pitches are set up based
on matching the material with its best potential buyer or champion.
My good friend, manager John Zaozirny, broke it down this way: “You’ll

create a territory list. Then you’ll go through the producers at that studio
who are best suited to (the material). So it’s, ‘who’s the producer that I think
would be best for this? Who’s the right executive to go to at that company?’
And then you split up all those territories (with the agent) and you take it
out to those producers in the first round. Then you split up all the major
studios and maybe financiers. And then… when you go to the executive,
hopefully they like it and they can sell it to their boss.”

Territories are the studios, networks, and streamers you are ultimately trying
to sell to. Studios include all the usual players: Sony, Universal, Disney,
Warner Bros., etc. Networks include everyone from ABC to FX and
Showtime. Streamers refer to Netflix, Amazon, Apple+ and the like. Other
territories may include some mini-majors such as Lionsgate, or financiers like
MRC Media. Your representation will seek to identify producers and
production companies that have deals with those buyers that they ultimately
want to sell to, then have the producers within the territory bring it to the
studio, network or streamer. In other cases, representation may opt to go
straight to a network, studio, or streamer executive and try to get interest
directly from their buyer, not from one of their producers.
There are also scenarios in which material will go out to a narrow list of ideal
producers your reps have identified as perfectly suited for the material. By
slipping the material to only a handful of potential buyers, reps make a more
strategic push, hoping to see producers step up before the situation
becomes highly competitive, with only the minimal amount of effort.
When taking out a pitch, the scenario is a bit different as pitch meetings first
have to be scheduled, usually at least 1–2 weeks out. Reps will try to set
meetings to all take place over a single week, or over a couple of weeks, in
order to create a sense of urgency. I’ve certainly seen scenarios in which my
writers were pitching to as many as three buyers in a single day in order to
get all the pitches in within a single week, see who comes to the table, and
then lock in the buyer as quickly and efficiently as possible. There are
situations in which something sells “in the room” (i.e., the buyer tells the
writer at the end of the pitch that they are going to put in an offer).
However, just because the buyer said as much does not mean the writer is
committed. If more than one offer comes in, representation will play them
against one another to try and get the best deal.
It’s important to remember that it’s often not “sale or bust.” Some projects
don’t sell but still find success and interest. This is exactly why tracking
services such as TrackingBoard.com now tracks the spec market with an eye
to projects getting set up, rather than selling outright. Producers often seek
to develop material further and take it out to buyers at a later date.
If neither happens but those reading the screenplay or listening to the pitch
express enthusiasm about the writer, it may offer a head-start for the writer,
laying the groundwork for already-interested parties who are eager to hear
what he or she is putting out there next.
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CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Submit Your Scripts
to Producers
HOW TO SUBMIT YOUR SCRIPTS:
1. Create an account: www.inktip.com/writer_register.php
2. Log in here: www.inktip.com/leads/
3. Copy/paste the corresponding code. You’ll then be able
to submit your work directly to InkTip’s producers.
4. IMPORTANT: Please submit your work only if it fits these
companies’ needs. If you aren’t sure your script meets
their criteria, please check with jerrol@inktip.com
before submitting.

Company A: Seeking Action, Sci-Fi, Thriller
and Horror Scripts
We are looking for contained, high-concept action, scifi, thriller, and horror scripts that have a small cast and
less than five locations. Scripts that are a combination
of any of the above genres are ideal. Please only
submit scripts where the concept is clear from the
logline alone.
Budget under $500k. WGA and non-WGA writers okay.
To find out about this company and submit a query:
1) Go to https://www.inktip.com/leads/
2) Copy/paste this code: tpjdjzgkj9

Company B: Seeking Writer for Hire
We are looking for adventure/thriller samples to assist
in efforts to hire a writer for a pre-existing project, an
adventure/thriller set in Egypt. We strongly prefer a
writer who has traveled to Egypt or the Middle East at
least once, but this is not required in order to submit.
We have two 30-page treatments ready for a writer to
develop, and you would naturally incorporate new
ideas of your own as you write the first draft. Your
name would appear in the writing credits first, then
ours. Our collaboration will be for approximately 30
days. Compensation will be $2000 to start and then you
will receive 2% of all sales. Filming is beginning in
Egypt in February of 2022.
Budget TBD. Non-WGA writers only at this time.
To find out about this company and submit a query:
1) Go to https://www.inktip.com/leads/
2) Copy/paste this code: mx6nkjj0s7

Company C: Seeking Low-Budget Family
Scripts
We are looking for contained, low-budget familyfriendly scripts. We prefer scripts that have placed in
any contests or festivals.
Budget $250K. Both WGA and non-WGA writers okay.
To find out about this company and submit a query:
1) Go to https://www.inktip.com/leads/
2) Copy/paste this code: nkzn0rbmee
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